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This report has been prepared for Founders to discover issues and
vulnerabilities in the source code of the Founders project as well as any
contract dependencies that were not part of an officially recognized library.
A comprehensive examination has been performed, utilising Static Analysis
and Manual Review techniques. 

The auditing process pays special attention to the following considerations:

        • Testing the smart contracts against both common and uncommon
           attack vectors.
        • Assessing the codebase to ensure compliance with current best
           practices and industry standards. 
        • Ensuring contract logic meets the specifications and intentions of the
           client. 
        • Cross referencing contract structure and implementation against
           similar smart contracts produced by industry leaders. 
        • Thorough line-by-line manual review of the entire codebase by
           industry experts.

The security assessment resulted in findings that ranged from Medium to
informational. We recommend addressing these findings to ensure a high
level of security standards and industry practices. We suggest
recommendations that could better serve the project from the security
perspective: 

        • Enhance general coding practices for better structures of source codes; 
        • Add enough unit tests to cover the possible use cases; 
        • Provide more comments per each function for readability, especially
          contracts that are verified in public; 
        • Provide more transparency on privileged activities once the protocol is 
           live.



Project name Founders (FNDR)

address 0x11d2258330fd7Ca9242a170c74a70C5699610E4f

Network Polygon

Total supply 500,000,000 FNDR

Compiler Ver. v0.8.9+commit.e5eed63a

Language Solidity
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SELL FEE 3%BUY FEE 3%

0-5%

5-10%

<10%

Optimization With 200 Runs

Vulnerability Summary

Owner 0x43827922d3d50ae4a2f8ed5c043a3b91ad843673

Creator 0xb81c11bd26fbec48a847d9e215edd51380277541

Wallets
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Code Review

Design Logic PASSED

Compiler Warnings PASSED

Private user data leaks PASSED

Timestamp dependence PASSED

Integer overflow and underflow PASSED

Race condition reentrancy PASSED

possible delays in data delivery PASSED

Oracle Calls PASSED

Front Running PASSED

DoS with block gas limit PASSED

DoS with Revert PASSED

Methods execution permissions PASSED

Economy model PASSED

Impact of the exchange rate PASSED

Malicious Event Log PASSED

Scoping and declarations PASSED

Uninitialized storage pointers PASSED

Arithmetic accuracy PASSED

cross function race conditions PASSED

Safe Zeppelin module PASSED

Fallback function security PASSED
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Function Review

Business logics Review
Functionality Checks

PASSED

Access Control & Authorization PASSED

Escrow manipulation PASSED

Token Supply manipulation PASSED

Assets integrity PASSED

user balances manipulation PASSED

Data Consistency manipulation PASSED

Kill - switch mechanism operation
trails & Event Generation

PASSED
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    function addtoblacklisted(address _addr) public onlyOwner
         whenNotPaused{
        _burn(_addr,balanceOf(_addr));
        isBlacklisted[_addr]=true;
    }

     function removeFromblacklisted(address _addr) public onlyOwner
        whenNotPaused{
        isBlacklisted[_addr]=false;
    }

    function pauseContract() public onlyOwner{
        _pause();

    }
    function unpauseContract() public onlyOwner{
        _unpause();

    }

      function setBurnFeepercent(uint256  _sellBurnFee,uint256  
        _buyBurnFee) external onlyOwner{
     
        sellBurnFee=_sellBurnFee;
        buyBurnFee=_buyBurnFee;
    }

     function setLiquidityFeePercent(uint256 _buyliquidityFee,uint256
        _sellliquidityFee) external onlyOwner() {
       
        buyliquidityFee=_buyliquidityFee;
        sellliquidityFee=_sellliquidityFee;

    }

    function setbuylimit(uint256 _amount) public onlyOwner
    whenNotPaused{
    maxbuyamount=_amount*1e18;
    }

      function setmaxsell(uint256 _amount) public whenNotPaused
        onlyOwner{
        maxsellamount=_amount*1e18;

    }
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Owner can't mint tokens Owner can't stop the contract

Owner can't limit transactions Owner can't stop trading

Owner can't set fees <25% Owner can't block wallets

Conclusion


